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Another Book About Sales!



Why This Book?

• Sales is the most context-dependent part of the value chain . . . .

- Selling SaaS vs Enterprise S/W vs Services vs. Durables, etc.

- Selling in USA  vs  Japan  vs  China  vs  Middle East, etc.

• Yet a topic where pundits make huge generalizations . . . .

- Usually unsupported by empirical data

• Impact of digital/online technologies on buying/selling is real . . . .

- But the managerial implications are often misunderstood

- And this can hurt your company . . . and your career 



Some Common Current Assertions About Selling

à “Ecommerce = Disintermediation and Death of the Salesperson”     
and pandemic makes this the permanent “New normal”

• After three decades free from sales taxes, Ecommerce as % of 
total U.S. retail sales (Dept. of Commerce data) à 2019: 11.4%

- 2020 Q1: 11.8%          - Q2: 16.1%          - Q3: 14.3%

• “A major pandemic does not introduce something truly novel. It 
magnifies trends and processes that were already under way.”

– Stephen Davies, The History and Economics of Pandemics

à So note what was happening online before the pandemic . . . . 



Some Common Assertions (cont.)

à Online marketing media were increasingly cluttered & distrusted:

• Usage on major social media platforms was flat from 2016-2019: 
and had declined among people < 35 (Edison Research)

• Diminishing Returns: Facebook ads increased 30%/year, but ad 
prices there have decreased since 2018 and thru the pandemic

• Low Virality: 90% of messages on social media do not diffuse at 
all, 4% are shared once, and < 1% shared more than 7X

• Increased awareness of cybersecurity/”zoombombing” issues 
and growing regulatory/privacy actions in EU and USA



Why This Matters

• In business, if you don’t separate fact from hype, then . . .

- You will make bad or sub-optimal decisions about priorities,                       
what is (and is not) an asset, and how to allocate resources

- You can initiate a self-fulfilling prophecy: getting better and 
better at activities that customers value less and less

- You can worry all you want about disruption, but you need a 
relevant go-to-market model to do something about it

- You eventually fall victim to those who can separate fact from 
hype and manage the implications



What Is Changing, and Why

• Buying: From Funnels to Streams
- A sequential A-I-D-A hierarchy of effects model has been the basis for 

most sales pipeline, training, and CRM models for the past century

- But buying journeys in most markets are now a dynamic process:  
explore, evaluate, engage in parallel streams via tech tools

• Changes in Sales Tasks and Management Requirements
- More emphasis on value-added of rep in customer interactions

- Dynamic buying means more X-functional interactions in selling 

- Sales is undergoing a data revolution: multiple impacts 

à Increasing scrutiny by Finance and impact on Sales careers

à Shift in productivity efforts to front-end of value chain: COGS has 
decreased but SG&A has increased as % of firms’ costs



What Is Changing: 
Implications for Core Areas of Sales Management

• People: Hiring, Training, Required Competencies, Evaluations

- Inherent challenges in sales hiring and getting harder as 
selling becomes a more data-intensive activity

- Companies already spend 20% more per-capita on sales 
training versus other functions, but ROI is disappointing 

• Process: Sales Models, Relevant Metrics, Comp/Incentives

- Many sales models based on obsolete assumptions

- Analytics (and pandemic) reveal resource mis-allocations 

- Deployment and compensation processes need rethinking to 
increase selling time and manage offline/online interactions



What Is Changing (cont.)

• Partners: Multi-Channel Go-to-Market is Now the Norm

- Online and Offline: Not Either/Or

- Implications for required skills, data, training efforts

• Pricing: Data Analytics Increase Opportunities for Value Pricing

- More tools available for price testing, but high inertia at firms

- And relevant units of customer value are changing

• Productivity: In a service economy, sales productivity is a social 
and macro-economic issue as well as driver of company growth

- But C-Suite increasingly composed of functional specialists, 
with little previous experience in Sales/Marketing



Questions? Comments? Disagreements?



For more on these topics: A Good Book!

Order your copy today from your 
favorite bookseller 

9781633698765

$32.00

Hardcover

February 23, 2021

For organizational or bulk sales, 
please contact 

booksales@harvardbusiness.org



Thank You!

• And Best Wishes for Success in Your Business, in 
Your Career, and in Life:

Stay Positive . . . . and Test Negative!

Frank Cespedes


